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RELIABLE CLOUD MINING
Start for free

About us
TopMine is a rapidly developing company in cryptocurrency mining field.

We possess a new and unique system of Bitcoin and altcoins mining algorithms, that is
an undeniable advantage of our service and provides an alternative for those who want

to start mining Bitcoin.

You no longer need to buy expensive equipment and spend time on setting it up, now
you have the possibility to rent our equipment and receive a daily profit from mining

cryptocurrency easy and safe.
Join us today and experience all the benefits of a reliable and stable cloud mining.

*************************************

1. How to start? To start mining you need to pass a simple registration in our system. Right
after registration you will be provided with 5 bonus TeraX, after that, just select

cryptocurrency from the list and start mining.If you want to increase your mining speed
and earn more you need to make a deposit and exchange it to TeraX power in the tab

“Exchange”. If you made a deposit but didn’t exchange it to TeraX, your mining speed will
remain the same as with 5 TeraX.

2. What is TeraX? TeraX - its a new created by our experts system of algorithms for the
most profitable Bitcoin and altcoin mining.

3. What determines the speed of mining? Mining speed depends on quantity of TeraX
you have.

4. What cryptocurrency can I mine? Currently we provide for mining such cryptocurrency
as Bitcoin, Litecoin and Dogecoin, also you have the possibility to mine US Dollars.

5. What is US Dollars mining? How is this possible? A special feature of our service is
that in addition to the Bitcoin, Litecoin, Dogecoin mining we have made available mining
of US Dollars. US Dollars mining is a conventional name for earning this currency. This
feature became possible by combining the mining of certain altcoins and automatically

exchanging them to US dollars using the exchange rate at the time of mining. This
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feature simplified the use of the service and freed our customers from the problems with
the exchanging of some cryptocurrency.

Financial questions:

1. How to make a deposit? Go to the tab "Make a deposit" in your personal account and
select the payment method.

2. What payment methods are available? Currently we accept Bitcoin, Litecoin,
Dogecoin, and Payeer.

3. Is there a minimum amount to withdraw funds? The minimum amount to withdraw
funds is: 0.50 USD, 0.001 BTC, 0.1 LTC, 1500 Dogecoin

4. How can I calculate my profit? Caters to your convenience, we have created a
Calculator of profitability.

Affiliate:

1. What is the commission you pay for your referral program? You receive 12% of the
amount that your referral exchanged on mining power TeraX.

2. Can I participate in your referral program without making a deposit? Yes, you can
participate in your referral program without any investment in our system.

Technical questions:

1. I lost (forgot) my password, how to restore it? If you are having this problem, click on
“Forgot your password?” link on the homepage of the site. You will have to enter your

email you used while registering and complete a few simple steps.
2. How can I change my password? You can change the password in your account, in

the 'Settings' tab.
3. I have not received the confirmation link on my email, what should I do? If you

have not received an email to confirm your account, check 'Spam' folder in your mail. If
you still have not received a letter, we recommend you to contact our support team.


